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ExperienceRating 

This study note describes the algebraic deveiopment of the 1940 and 1961 Workers Compnsation nting 

plans. ‘Ihe revised plan introduced by the National Council on Ch~mperwtioa Insurance in 1989, 

genediy effective 1991, is included, but covered more thoroughly eisewhere. 

A. No Wit Ex@ence R&J& 

Experience rating pians can be classified as split plans or no split phs. In the split plaus each 

loss is divided into primary and excess eiemems. The primary element reflects loss frequency 

and is given major weight in the experience rating fhmia. The excess eiement reflects loss 

severity and is given minor weight in the experience rating formula. 

Split plans can be further ciassified as single split aud multi-spiit plans. In single spiit phs, 

there is a single split point for dividing losses into primary and excess elements. All amounts 

of loss below the split point are considered to be primary. All amounts of loss above the spiit 

point are excess. In multi-split plans, losses-may be thought of as being divided into increments, 

and a decreasing portion of each successive increment is considered to be primary. 

No split plans are the simpiest form of experience rating. No attempt is made to divide iosses 

into primary and excess elements. The basic formula for experience rating applies without 

modification to the no split pians. The formulas for the split pians are derived from the basic 

formula. 

The Basic Formula for experience rating is 

I M= zA+(l-z.IE 
I 

--- - 
E 

- (11, 

- 
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where iU= the experience modification. 

A =theadullorratedlossesfbrtherisk. 

E=theexpemdlossesfortherisk 

z = crammy. 

Analysis and InterprWon 

Following a simpie transformation, the basic formula easily lends itself to verbal intapraation. 

,EU+(1-2JE=U+E-ZE 
E E 

The first term of M is unity, which represents the standard rate. The second tetm provides a charge 

if the aauaJ losses A during the experience period exceed the expected E. or a credit if A is less 

than E. The charge for a singie loss is moderated by the fktor ZE. 

3) A special adaptation, The Surety Association Plans: 

M= U+(l-z)E 
E 

= 1 -Z+Z$ 

= I -Z+ZAIP 
E/P 

where P = the standard premium. 

- 
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If, in formuia (3), (1 - 2) is called the premium modifier, A 
T; 

the adjusted loss rario 

and L the adjusted loss muitipfier, the formuia is then: . 
E/P 

Modification = Premium Modifier + Adjusted Loss Muhipiier x Adjusted Loss Ratio 

which is the peculiar guise of the form& for the Surety Association’s experience rating pians for 

Mercantile Estabiishments and Financial hsthuti~ns. 

4) Credibility 

The fundamental emression for credibility is 

In the fundamental expression, KE is a function of E. In the simpiest case, KE is a constant K. In 

olden days, the value of K was determined from the Swing desired in the plan: the amount of 

credit for clear experience, or alternatively, the charge for a single maximum loss, offered to a 

small risk. 

5) Credibility Criteria 

In order to determine that the credibility system operates effectively, the credibiiity function should 

satisfy the following conditions: 

4 Credibility is not less than zero nor greater than unity. 

b) Credibility increases (or at least does not decrease) as the size of risk increases. 

c> As the size of risk increases, the percentage charge for any loss of a given size decreases. 

Rwma 
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Mathematically, the conditions are: 

As an exercise, the student should show these amditions boid if 

ZLE 
E+K 

audKisaconsfant. 

6) The K Formula for Experience Rating 

The K foxmuia uses t&e fundamental credibiiity expression to eiii theZterm. 

,_u+GE 
E 

GKJ A + (1 - (&K))-E 
3 

A K =-+- 

- 
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B. we Svlit a Multi-&lit F.xnerience I&& 

Basic Formula (1) does not work well in Work= CompeuMon. This is because the loss size 

distribution is heavy taiied. Vente? d&cusses the problems in application of linear crdibiiity to 

edmating long tailed distributions. Sohaions to this problem inchade such non-liiear 

transfoxmations of loss as the split of individual claims into primary and excess components. TBii 

was a natural choice in compensation, where there are several types Of daimr, hchiing a group 

of small, mostly medical-only, claims and another group of larger daims With an indemuity 

component. Both types of claims can indicate individual risk &mc&stics, but must be treated 

differentty in the formula. 

Historic variants of the split formula are described beiow in Section E. 

1) The Spiit Plan Formula 

The formufa for spiit experience rating plans is an ehboration of formula (I). 

where Ap = Primary actual losses. 

Ep = Primary expected losses. 

Zp = Primary credibiiity . 

4 = Excess actual losses. 

E, = Excess expected losses. 

z, = Excess credibility. 
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2) Analysis and Imqmarion 

But E,, l 

Ad= ; rq.4, + (1 - ZF, + z/r, + (1 - z&J 

= $ [ZdJI + E, - Z& + Z,A, + E. - Z,EJ 

E, =E. 

1 

The verbal interpretation of f&m&i (7) is similar to the interpretation of formuia (2). 

The analysis of the loss free modification is aiso extremely useful. 

-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (8). 

n? denotes the ioss free modification. 

If ZP = - E mizc=E, 
E+KE Ed, 

formula (7) an be written in the form originally tested pursuant 

to the 1991 revisions of the Workers Compensation plan. 

- 
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CT) P-an’s First Foq& 

A working formula similar to formula (5) was needed fOi the split plans. Perrymau derjved such 

a formula using the fundamentaI expression for credibility, but without direct evaluation of the 

credibility constants in the hnuias E 2 =- 
p E+K, 

and z&- - 
+r 

1) TheTiueeCases 

He assumed that there existed numbers Q and S such that: 

Case I: forO<ESQ,O<qS l,Z,=O; 

CaseII: forErS,~=l,audZ’= 1; 

CaseHI: hrQ<E<S,O<Z,<q< 1. 

S is the self-rating point which would vary by state. It is the value of E at which a risk’s 

experience was accepted, without modification, as the measure of the correct rate. Q is the value 

of E below which a risk’s excess losses were not used in the rating. Below the Q point, only the 

primary loss experience of the risk was allowed to modii the rate and only to the extent determined 

by i& Above the Q point, excess losses were also allowed to modify the rate to the extent 

determined by Z,. 

Formulas for the credibility constants I(E and JE were determined by the three cases. It turns out 

that: 

Case f: forE I; Q,K,= K,andJ,= a; 

Case II: for E 2 S, KE = JE = 0; 

Case III: for Q < E < S it may be shown that 

KE = K(S-E)I(S-Q) 

I,= -E+ [E (S-Q-K) +KSl 
(E - PI 

- 
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It is instructive to follow the developmenx of the form&s for t&e three cases. 

casei: O<EsQ,O<~<l,Z,=Oz 

M= $ &A, + (1 - 29 E, + EJ 

*z (E+mA,+ ‘I E K E ~ E,(E + R) 
(E+K) ’ (E - K) 3 

1 =, 
Et 

A,& + (Ep + EJK + E,E 
E+K I 

=’ AF 
El 

+ E*E + KE 
E+K 1 

M= % +E<+K 

E + K - - - - - ‘lo) 

Case II: ELS,Z, = 1.2, = 1: 

M=A 
z 

= AP +E<+K+A/E/K 
E+K-K 

(anticipating developments below) 
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Case III:Q c & c S, 0 c Z, c 4 c 1. 

Before atterq& to develop a fOrmula for Case III, we might note that the numerzor of the 

expandedCaseIIformuiaisequaltothen umerator of the Case I formula pius some additional 

elements. 

Simiiar~y, the denominator of the expanded Case II formuIa is equaI to the denominator of the Case 

I formula pitas an additional ekment. 

The entire expanded version of the Case II fhnula might look like this 

When Case I conditions apply (E I Q), no additional elements are added to the Case I formula. 

When Case II conditions apply (E 2 s), the additiopal elements are added to the numerator and 

denominator of the Case I formula. It seems reasonable to assume that when Case III conditions 

apply (Q < E < s), a portion of the additional elements shouid be added to the numerator and 

denominator of the Case I formula. 7he portion that should be added is determined by a weighting 

factor, W, which is a linear function of E when Q < E C S. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...._................ (11) 
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TheCaseIIIformulabecomes 

A4= 
A, + E, + K + WA, - E, - K) 

E+K-WK 

t A, + WA, + E - We + K - WK 
E+‘K-WK 

M= 
Ap + WA, + (1 - we + (I - w)K . ..*.......I...*.... 

E+(l-WK (12) 

The Case III formula is the working formula in the 1961 Work3nm’s CompensZion Experience 

RatingPkm. ThecaSeIandcaSe~forrnuiasaresimpiy~cassofthemoregeneralworkiag 

formula. The manuaI formula is simpiifd by the ixaroduction of 

B=fl - W)K. 

2) Credibilities for Peqman’s Fii Formuia 

Formuia (12) is Perryman’s First Formula. It was not derived directly from credibility principles, 

but it is useful to back into expressions for Z,, and 2, in terms of Wand E. This can easily be done 

using the ioss free modification as a starting point. 

& (1 - w, + (1 - WK = (1 - w) (E - Ep, + (1 - WK 
E+(l-W)K E+(l -W)K 

= E - WE - Ep + WE, + (1 - w)K 
E+(l-W)K 
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=E+(l-W)K- Ep FE-E> 
E+(l-W)K E+(l-W)K-E+(l-W)K 

= I- Ep F 
E + (1 - w)K - E + (1 - W)K 

But, by formula (8). 

E EP Byequatingterms, q$ = E+(l 
- WK 

llmK.......~........................ (14). 

Simiiarly, 

w 
E + (1 - WK 

j] . - . . . . . . . . . . . *. . . . . . . . . -. . . (15). 
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D. Jhe Revised Experience Ratlppplan - l*I 

The I991 Workers Compensation Experience Bating Plan is based on a more rigorously correct 

appiicatimx of r&k tfiauy to indiidual risk credibility. The expression for cdibihy may be 

Wit&IX: 

Z Ed =- _................................ 
JE+K 

(16) 

Tfiis form recognizes both parameter uncertaimy and risk WcrogeneiLy in the variance of 

(conditional) loss ratios, while allowing K, I and J to be constan~ coefftcierus. 

The simple algebra to transform (16) into the Fundamental Expression for crcdibiiity is left to the 

student. This allows the use of the modification formulas such as (9) or (13) and credibility ballast 

values I&, JE or B to be listed as tabular function of E. 

It foliows that 

=E cE+D I 1 E+F -....__...................- (17) 
where C, D, and F are constant coefftcients. We use Ke for primary credibility and a similar 

formula for J, in excess credibility. Principles used to evaluate the coeffxcients are described in 

Venter’ and details of performance testing used to select the final value are described in Gillan?. 

The primary and excess credibilities of the split formula, (6), are indexed to state relative benefit 

levels, using a scale constant G, in the formulas for D and F. G is 0.001 x (SACC), where SACC 

is the state average cost per case. 

O.lE + 25706 
E+7OOG 1 subject to a minimum of 7500 

0.75E + 2038256 
E + 5lOoG I 

subject to a minimum of 150,000 
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The changes in credibility pursuant to the Revised plan are anatyzai in M&W and noted below. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

For small risk, primary credibility is larger. 

For large risks, primary credibility is smaller. The maximum primary credibilii is 91%, 

rather than 100% as under the prior plan; as such, there is no more self-rating. 

For small risk, excess credibility is a little latger. Even the smallest risks have non-zero 

excess credibility, where they had none previously. 

For iarge risks, excess credibility is much smaller, with a maximumOfS196,ratherthanthe 

10096 maximum of the prior plan. Because of this change, primary losses are effectively 

given more weight in the formula. 

Using W as the ratio of excess to primary credibility, 

-..-.-.....--I---.................. (18) 

and letting 

El B = KE . _ _ . _ . . . . _ . . . _ . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . . _ . . . (19) 

the modification formula (13) is algebraically equivalent to (9). The student should check tbii. 

These B and W forrnuks represent a significant change from those in Perryman’s first formula. 
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1) in a single split pian, losses are split at a single value I, beiow whii losses are aii primary. 

A,=AifA C I 

cl =lifA 21 . . . . . . . . . ..I.................. (20) 

A, = A’ - A, 

The Revised Experience Rating Plan (1991) uses this split, with I = 5oo0, and A is-A subject to 

a maximum ratable value. 

2) The 1940 Multi-Split Plan 

Using the mahod applicable to the 1940 plan, cad3 loss was divided into increments of SSOO. The 

first inuenmt was considered all primary, 213 of the second huement was considered primary, 

419 = (2/3)’ of the third increment was considered primary, etc. A generalized formula cau be 

developed. Let A be the total loss and Ap be the primary loss. 

Let N, Z, and A be such that 

Ni’<A< (N+ 1)Z 

Then 

AP = I + (1 - d)z + (1 - fl I +.-.+ (1 - d)‘+ I + (1 - a)# (A -Nl) and 
. - (21) 

4 =A-A 
P 

where I = width of ezh increment 

d = the rate of discount. 
-_ 

The maximum value of Ap is given by 
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3) 

which is also the formuia for the present vaiue of a papa&y due. 

Given I =SOOaudd= %, the reader should verify the entries in the foilowing table: 

A A, -A- 

400 400 0 

500 500 0 

600 575 25 

Loo0 875 125 

1.400 1,100 300 

The l%l Plan 

The 1961 plan included a revision of the method for d#amining the primary portion of losses. The 

Workmen’s Compensation Experience Rating Plan was then a mu&i-split plan, and a simpler 

fomuda was needed to d etfxmine the primary portion of each loss. 

The expression for 4 can be subjected to a further generalization, 

AP = I + cl,r, + a$2 + . . . 

where a, is an increment of A and r, can have any positive value iess than one (although, logicaiiy, 

ri > r,.,). If ri is thought of as the discounting ratio for ui, 

S = I + (A - I)r 

Here r is the average discounting ratio, 

r= 
AP - I 
-= 

I + a,r, + aJ, + . . . - I 
A -I A -, 1 

r= 
a,r, + a~, + . . . 

A -.I 1 
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primary value should approach a maximum as A incrwxsandshouidequalAwhcnA=I. Su& 

an expression is: 

AP = +@(A> ,Cisawnstant. 

Notethat A 
A + p (AJ -Max(A>rzsA--. 

IfwerequireA,=AwhenA=I,then 

Max Ap =I+C 

vi - . . * . _; - . . . . f . . . . . . . . . . . . -. . *. (22) 

If $8.000 is chosen as the value of C and S2.000 is chosen as the value of I, formula (22) becomes 

the familiar 

A = 
P 

A +“8 ooo WUXW if A 2 2,ooO 
t 

Ap=AifAC 2,000. 

4 = ii - Ap, where A is A subject to a maximum ratable value 


